
J
ust 40 years ago, US president Richard
Nixon arrived in Beijing for what he 
immodestly but accurately called “the
week that changed the world”. Know-
ledgeable observers knew that the 

success of the visit – so crucial to Nixon’s
1972 re-election campaign – would turn on how
he and his national security adviser, Henry 
Kissinger, dealt with the status of Taiwan. 

That question had been central to Sino-US
relations since the communist victory in the
Chinese civil war and establishment of the 
People’s Republic of China in 1949, and it 
continues to be so today. 

For over two decades following the start of
the Korean conflict in June 1950, the US denied
that Taiwan was part of China. Yet that had not
been its original position after the second world
war. During the war, in the 1943 Cairo Declara-
tion, the US, Britain and China had agreed that
Japan, which had forced China to cede Taiwan
to it in 1895, would have to return the island to
China at the war’s end. Thus, in October 1945,
the victorious Allies authorised Chiang Kai-
shek, then president of the Republic of China, to
accept Japan’s surrender on the island. 

Chiang, without waiting for any peace treaty
to formalise the island’s return, reintegrated
Taiwan into China’s political system. By the 

autumn of 1949, Chiang’s government, after
being defeated by the forces of Mao Zedong

on the mainland, had made Taiwan its
last refuge against the communist revolution,
and Mao was preparing an assault on the island
that was to complete the revolution. 

In the United States, the Truman adminis-
tration, which was under severe domestic polit-
ical attack from the Republican Party opposi-
tion for supposedly having “lost China” to 
communism, was deliberating how to respond
to demands that it prevent the impending Mao-
ist onslaught by interposing the Seventh Fleet
in the Taiwan Strait. After an agonising and 
acrimonious national debate, in January 1950
president Harry Truman and secretary of state
Dean Acheson, in successive speeches, 
announced that the US would not intervene. To
do so, they said, would involve the US in China’s
civil war and be seen as interference with the
territorial integrity of an Asian state. 

They based their decision on the premise
that Taiwan had again become part of China,
despite the fact that its new status had not yet
been formally confirmed by any peace treaty.

As Acheson, an able attorney, put it: nobody
“raised any lawyer’s doubts” when Chiang’s
forces were placed in charge of Taiwan at the
end of the war. That, he said, had been done in
accordance with the Cairo Declaration and
subsequent wartime commitments. 

Yet, less than six months later, when North
Korea invaded South Korea, the US interpreted
the invasion as an attack by “international 
communism” not only in Korea but also against
Taiwan and Indochina. With no national 
debate, Truman immediately announced that
he had ordered the Seventh Fleet to protect 
Formosa, using Taiwan’s Western name, and,
to justify their momentous decision, Truman
and Acheson changed the American legal posi-
tion. The president proclaimed that the legal
status of the island was as yet undetermined
and would have to await restoration of security
in the Pacific, a formal peace treaty with Japan
or consideration by the United Nations. 

Nevertheless, although the US thus cast
doubt on China’s claim to the island, it contin-
ued to maintain diplomatic relations with
Chiang’s government as the legitimate govern-
ment of China and concluded a defence treaty
guaranteeing the island’s security. 

When Nixon and Kissinger landed in Beijing
on February 21, 1972, that was still the US view,
anathema to their hosts, who had always main-
tained not only that the People’s Republic is the
only legitimate government of China, but also
that Taiwan had “long been returned to the
motherland”. As the Chiang government no
longer controlled any indisputably Chinese 
territory except for two small islands off the
mainland coast and had just been ousted from
the UN in October 1971, its claim to be the legiti-
mate mainland government no longer 
appeared to be a serious long-term obstacle to
Sino-American relations. 

The same could not be said of the status of
Taiwan. How could the conflicting positions of
Washington and Beijing on the key issue 
obstructing Sino-US rapprochement be recon-
ciled? Would the US again change its position,
this time sacrificing the security of the people
on Taiwan? Would Beijing show flexibility? 

In the artfully designed, if hastily drafted,
Shanghai Communiqué of February 28, 1972,
premier Zhou Enlai and Kissinger man-
aged to foster rapprochement without actually
disposing of the Taiwan problem or damaging
Taiwan’s security. One paragraph, from that
part of the document in which the US unilater-
ally stated its views, was crucial. 

Its first sentence declared: “The United
States acknowledges that all Chinese on either
side of the Taiwan Strait maintain there is but
one China and that Taiwan is a part of China.”
This sentence ambiguously implied either that
all people on the island side of the Taiwan Strait
regarded themselves as Chinese or, more likely,
that others there were not Chinese. It could
have been relatively innocuous in itself, since it

merely purported to take note of an asserted
position.

But the next sentence stated: “The United
States does not challenge that position.” And
the paragraph went on to reaffirm the Ameri-
can interest “in a peaceful settlement of the 
Taiwan question by the Chinese themselves”. 

The past four decades have witnessed many
developments, including the establishment of
diplomatic relations between Washington and
Beijing, severance of formal relations between
Washington and Taipei, adoption of the 
Taiwan Relations Act continuing US protection
of the island, and the recent conclusion of many
semi-official cross-strait agreements. 

While the meaning of the Shanghai Com-

muniqué is still debated, one thing is certain. Its
most famous paragraph cleared the path for
progress that has plainly changed the world. 

Some changes, however, especially the 
prodigious rise of mainland China, Taiwan’s 
establishment of democracy and the rule of law
and increasingly interdependent US-China-
Taiwan relations, will, over the next 40 years,
make it even more challenging for political
leaders to preserve both peace in East Asia and
freedom for the people on Taiwan.

Jerome A. Cohen, an NYU law professor and 
co-director of its US-Asia Law Institute, is also
adjunct senior fellow for Asia at the Council on
Foreign Relations. See www.usasialaw.org
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Deft moves

The cat is out of the bag.
China has reduced oil
imports from Iran by over

half in the past few months. The
reason is simple: Beijing is well
aware that Iran will be unable to
shift its oil (save a tanker or two
onto the black market) beyond
Asian shores to keep its 2.5 million
barrels per day of oil online. And
this has created massive
“arbitrage” potential for China to
drive down Iranian prices beyond
the US$85-a-barrel mark that
Tehran has rejigged domestic
budgets for. But China should be
wary; cheap oil will come with
remarkably expensive political
costs if Beijing overplays its hand.
If anything, it already has. 

Few analysts expected China to
cut Persian supplies purely on the
back of Western sanctions. The
only thing expected to shift the
Chinese needle over Iranian oil
imports was if Saudi Arabia
threatened to cut global oil
supplies – a move that would
basically force Beijing’s hand to
sever Iranian hydrocarbon ties.
Failure to do so would create grave
implications for oil prices, hitting
inflation-riddled China where it
hurts: on the domestic level. 

It’s entirely possible that
discreet pressures have been
brought to bear on China through
Washington-Riyadh connections
along such lines. But on the face of
it, China’s plunge from 550,000
barrels a day of Persian production
to under 300,000 barrels off-take
smacks of short-term price
considerations to ramp up

strategic reserves on the cheap,
rather than long-term political
considerations in play. The result
has put China in a Persian political
cleft stick.

For scenarios’ sake, let’s
assume Beijing manages to secure
major Iranian discounts to propel
Chinese consumption towards
(and beyond) 550,000 barrels a
day. That’s economically
convenient, but politically suicidal.
Putting Tehran back on an
enrichment path thanks to vital oil
receipts would cause untold
diplomatic damage with the West –
and far more importantly with Gulf
states that still provide the
overwhelming majority of China’s
oil supplies from the Middle East
and North Africa. 

China could, of course, try and
bury its head in the sand about
Iranian nuclear ambitions, but
Beijing’s geopolitical stakes in the
Middle East would be massively
reduced. The far smarter play
given China’s commercial foibles
is to now perform a political
bridging role: keep sourcing
sufficient amounts of Iranian
crude to keep Tehran’s head above
water, but not enough to keep it
away from the global negotiating
table. 

That’s why all eyes are now on
China. Beijing must be very careful
how it plays things today if it wants
an Asian hydrocarbon economy to
pan out in future.

Matthew Hulbert is lead analyst,
European Energy Review (Amsterdam).
Bas Percival contributed to this article
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with a political price 
Matthew Hulbert and Bas Percival say China risks
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Is it unforgiveable, not to mention fraudulent, for
students to hire ghostwriters to write
undergraduate essays? It is. But, then again, so is

the multibillion-dollar college admissions industry
that helps students get to universities, which many
are probably underqualified to attend. And what
about the tutoring industry that helps students with
homework? Where do we draw the line between
what’s fraudulent and what’s normal practice? 

We live in a city obsessed with academic results,
where some parents feel school is for socialising and
play, and the real learning begins at 4pm, when
children swarm to tutorial centres. 

So how can we be surprised that students are
hiring ghostwriters online? These students are
probably just as frustrated, attending classes which
are way over their heads. The question is, how did
they get into those establishments? Probably with the
help of college admissions consultants. 

I am one of those people. For the past seven years,
I’ve helped hundreds of students all over Asia with
their college applications. I am part of the vast
behind-the-scenes crew responsible for the recent
influx of Chinese students to the US, a staggering
40,000 Chinese undergraduates in 2011. My
experience has led me to this conclusion: college
applications, especially essays, either need to be
strictly invigilated or completely eliminated.

The first time I advised a student on his personal
statement, I was just starting out as a teacher. The
student was 17 and applying to Stanford. His personal
statement was pitiful. I suggested he start again. After
hours of brainstorming, nothing was clicking.
Suddenly, I had an idea. I gave it to him and watched
his eyes light up and fingers start typing. When I got
home, my excitement faded, and anxiety and shame
filled its place. I experienced the first of many panic
attacks about the ethics of my work.

Sure, I didn’t write anything for him but I gave him
the central idea of his essay. How much of good
writing is the prose itself and how much is the idea? 

Fast forward seven years, and the college
admissions scene has completely changed. Recent
statistics show that 70 per cent of the Chinese
students going to US universities every year have
other people write their application essays, and some
agencies charge tens of thousands of dollars. 

It’s not uncommon for my students to show me
their admissions essays with five different tutors’
tracked changes on them – all just waiting for the
student to click “accept all”. 

So, before we label ghostwriting essays as
unforgiveable fraud, we need to take a long, hard look
at the entire academic arms race. When overseas
university decisions start pouring in next month, we
need to look past the celebratory high fives and the
sullen, defeated shrugs. Instead, we should see
college admissions for what it has become – a money-
driven, unregulated industry which may ultimately
threaten the very future of higher education. Until we
act to change things, we can’t ever stop wondering,
whenever we read a great student essay, whether it
was written by a 40-year-old in Shanghai.

Kelly Yang is the founder of The Kelly Yang Project, 
an after-school programme for children in Hong Kong. 
She is a graduate of the University of California, Berkeley,
and Harvard Law School. kelly@kellyyang.com

Warp speed 
Kelly Yang says academic
competition gone mad 
has spawned a lucrative
college admissions
industry that encourages fraud 

The chief executive election
campaign has proved to be a
fiercely intense affair with top

candidates Leung Chun-ying and
Henry Tang Ying-yen both
embroiled in scandals that have
raised serious doubts about their
credibility. 

During this time, the government
should and must always remain
politically neutral in the eye of the
storm. Unfortunately, the
inconsistent comments by various
government officials in Leung’s case
over a potential conflict of interest
have only confused the public. 

Two weeks ago, the government
issued a statement in response to
media inquiries, saying Leung had
not declared a potential conflict of
interest before voting on
anonymous entries in a West
Kowloon arts hub design
competition a decade ago. 

The statement on Leung was
released minutes before another
one clearing Tang of similar alleged
misconduct in 2007, sparking
accusations that the government
was favouring Tang. Secretary for
Home Affairs Tsang Tak-sing said
the incident involving Leung had
happened a decade ago and the
current administration didn’t really
know what had happened.
Permanent Secretary for Home
Affairs Raymond Young Lap-moon
denied that the statements were
politically motivated. 

A week later, Tsang appeared to
backtrack on the government
statement in remarks to the
Legislative Council. He said that
when the secretariat of the judging

panel of the competition discovered
Leung had business connections
with a contestant, it did not suggest
disqualifying him as a juror or
restarting the competition. 

He also pointed out that the
records did not show any
government officials had played a
part in the incident. He specifically
denied rumours that former chief
executive Tung Chee-hwa was

involved. Tsang said then-secretary
for planning and lands, John Tsang
Chun-wah, had told him that the
matter had never been brought to
Tung’s attention. 

Further, Tsang Tak-sing said the
government’s statement did not
question Leung’s integrity, and
Tsang himself had never said that
Leung failed to declare his interests
before the competition, in apparent
contradiction of the press statement. 

After the press statement was
released, Leung probably counted
on the fact that the administration
couldn’t disclose the official records
of the competition all at once
because of confidentiality and
privacy reasons. And he took

advantage of this to give the
impression that he was the one who
had demanded total transparency
while the government was holding
back the truth. 

This scandal can hurt the
credibility of the administration, the
principles of political neutrality
within the civil service and the
reputation of those said to be
involved, such as Tung. 

It’s entirely reasonable to
demand that Legco use the
authority given to it under the
Powers and Privileges Ordinance to
look into the case. Tsang Tak-sing
was evasive in his answers to Legco,
especially on the point of whether
Leung had fully complied with all
declaration requirements. 

The cost of the West Kowloon
Cultural District runs into tens of
billions of dollars. Consultation fees
alone for those designs that were
selected amount to many millions of
dollars. Obviously, the financial
benefits are enormous.

And because it involved public
financing, it’s a matter of public
interest, and thus the people have
the right to know the truth. Legco
has a duty to find out the truth
urgently. Otherwise, it will be guilty
of wilful neglect of duty.

Albert Cheng King-hon is a political
commentator. taipan@albertcheng.hk

Legco needs to probe West
Kowloon disclosure case
Albert Cheng says people deserve the truth, given that public money is involved

This scandal 
can hurt the
credibility of the
administration …
and those involved

From the armed coup that
recently ousted the Maldives’
first democratically elected

president, Mohamed Nasheed, to
the Pakistani Supreme Court’s
current effort to undermine a
toothless but elected government
by indicting Prime Minister Yousaf
Raza Gilani on contempt charges,
South Asia’s democratic advances
appear to be shifting into reverse. 

Nasheed’s forced resignation
has made the Maldives the third
country in the region, after Nepal
and Sri Lanka, where a democratic
transition has been derailed. 

Meanwhile, Pakistan has yet to
begin a genuine democratic
transition, because the chief of
army staff remains its effective
ruler. The top court’s move against
Gilani makes matters worse. A
constitutional – rather than a
military – coup will allow the army
and the intelligence services to rule
behind the scenes through a more
pliable government. 

Sri Lanka’s human-rights
situation under President Mahinda
Rajapaksa’s quasi dictatorship also
continues to evoke international
concern. The recent end of the
country’s civil war has left behind a
militarised society and an
emboldened Rajapaksa, who has
curtailed media freedom and
stepped up efforts to fashion a
mono-ethnic identity for a multi-
ethnic Sri Lanka.

In Nepal – a strategic buffer
between India and restive Tibet –
political disarray persists, with
political parties bickering over a
new constitution. Nepal is in

danger of becoming a failed state,
which would have major
implications for India. 

Finally, the recent abortive
coup attempt in Bangladesh has
shown that the world’s seventh
most populous country, struggling
to remain a democracy, is still
vulnerable to its unruly military. In
its four decades of independence,
Bangladesh has experienced over
20 coup attempts, some successful.

These events underscore the
insufficiency of free, fair and
competitive elections for ensuring
a democratic transition. Elections,
by themselves, do not guarantee
democratic empowerment at the
grass-roots level or adherence to
constitutional rules by those in
power.

As a result of sputtering
transitions elsewhere in South
Asia, India is now the sole country
in the region with a deeply rooted
pluralistic democracy. That is not
in India’s interest, for it confronts
the country with what might be
called the “tyranny of geography” –
that is, serious external threats
from virtually all directions.

India will need to develop more
innovative approaches to
diplomacy and national defence.
Only in this way can it hope to
ameliorate its security situation,
freeing it to play a larger global
role. Otherwise, it will continue to
be weighed down by its region.

Brahma Chellaney is professor of
strategic studies at the New Delhi-
based Centre for Policy Research.
Copyright: Project Syndicate
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